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On the Characterization of Expressive Performance in Classical Music
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The Con Espressione Game What are the main dimensions for expressive character?

How do performance features relate to the expressive character dimensions?

• Web based questionnaire: verbal descriptors of expressive performance.

• Different performances of 9 classical piano pieces (45 performances)

• Dataset enriched with score-to-performance alignments

Research Aims: Find the dimensions of musical expression that can be attributed 
to a performance, as perceived and described in natural language by listeners
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Composer Piece # Pianists
Bach Prelude No.1 in C, BWV 846 (WTC I) 7 Gieseking, Gould, Grimaud, Kempff, Richter, Stadtfeld, MIDI
Mozart Piano Sonata K.545 C major, 2nd mvt. 5 Gould, Gulda, Pires, Uchida, MIDI deadpan
Beethoven Piano Sonata Op.27 No.2 C# minor, 1st mvt. 6 Casadesus, Lazić, Lim, Gulda, Schiff, Schirmer
Schumann Arabeske Op.18 C major (excerpt 1) 4 Rubinstein, Schiff, Vorraber, Horowitz
Schumann Arabeske Op.18 C major (excerpt 2) 4 Rubinstein, Schiff, Vorraber, Horowitz
Schumann Kreisleriana Op.16; 3. Sehr aufgeregt (ex 1) 5 Argerich, Brendel, Horowitz, Vogt, Vorraber
Schumann Kreisleriana Op.16; 3. Sehr aufgeregt (ex 2) 5 Argerich, Brendel, Horowitz, Vogt, Vorraber
Liszt Bagatelle sans tonalité, S.216a 4 Bavouzet, Brendel, Katsaris, Gardon
Brahms 4 Klavierstücke Op.119, 2. Intermezzo E minor 5 Angelich, Ax, Serkin, Kempff, Vogt

Table 1. Performances used in the XY Game.

From a musicological and philosophical viewpoint, the78

study of musical expression has focused on music as in79

composition [7], although there is a trend in recent times80

to include and recognize both the role of the composer and81

the role of the listener. Some recent papers have focused82

on developing mid-level features that capture qualities of83

musical recordings that relate to perceptual aspects of the84

music [1, 9] . For an overview of literature on emotion in85

music, we refer the reader to [25].86

Computational models of expressive performance are87

a means to study principles of performance in quantita-88

tive terms. In Western classical music, much of this work89

has focused on establishing relationships between struc-90

tural aspects of a musical score and quantifiable aspects of91

a performance such as expressive timing and dynamics. At92

the intersection of research on music emotion and compu-93

tational models of performance is the study of the relation94

between performance parameters (timing, dynamics) and95

emotion [13].For an overview of computational modeling96

of music performance, we refer the reader to [3].97

Particularly relevant to the current study are adjective98

lists for describing musical expressiveness. including the99

seminal work by Hevner [12] and its more recent updates100

[8,22]. Hevner identified several clusters of adjectives that101

describe musical expression. Many of these clusters relate102

to emotions, and include aspects such as ‘happy’ and ‘sad’.103

Schaerlaeken et al. [21] conducted a large study to in-104

vestigate the use of metaphors for describing Western clas-105

sical music. They propose the Geneva Musical Metaphors106

Scale (GEMMES), which comprises 5 metaphorical scales107

including aspects like flow, movement, force, interior and108

wandering. The focus of their study was on characteriza-109

tion of different pieces of music, rather than on description110

of the character of different expressive performances. A111

related study [23] presents a perception-based clustering112

of expressive musical terms (i.e., Italian performance di-113

rectives such as catabile and leggiero), relating these terms114

to locations in Russell’s valence-arousal space [20].115

3. THE XY GAME116

We collected our data through a Web-based questionnaire117

(“XY game”), where participants listened to several per-118

formances of each of 9 classical piano pieces.They were119

then asked to describe the performance in free text (prefer-120

ably adjectives, as many as they liked), concentrating on121

the performative aspects and not on the piece itself. The122

target phenomenon thus is what we would call the expres-123

sive character of performances.124
Users could also select their favorite performance of125

each piece. Up front, a few general questions were asked126

regarding their level of musical education, how often they127

listen to classical music, and whether they play the piano.128

The order of pieces and performances was randomized.129

Users could stop at any time.130

3.1 Pieces and Responses131

The game contained 45 performances of 9 excerpts (see132

Table 2). 2 The length of the excerpts was between 27 sec-133

onds and 188 seconds. The game was launched on the 3rd134

of April 2018. The particular pieces used, and the number135

of different performances per piece, are listed in Table 2.136
The questionnaire was filled out by 194 participants, out137

of which 88% had some kind of music education – on av-138

erage 11.7 years. On average, participants listened to the139

performances of 4.5 out of 9 pieces, 27 participants lis-140

tened to all the 45 excerpts.141

3.2 Meta-data and Annotations142

In addition to the participants’ descriptions, we enriched143

the dataset by adding score-to-performance alignments for144

all performances in the dataset, as well as descriptive per-145

formance features. The alignments were produced by man-146

ually annotating the position of the beats in the audio147

files using Sonic Visualiser [4], with subsequent correc-148

tion through repeated listening. The scores were encoded149

manually using Muse Score and exported in MusicXML150

format and follow publicly available editions of the scores151

from IMSLP. 3 From these alignments we can compute per-152

formance features such as tempo and loudness curves. A153

more detailed description of these features is presented in154

Section 6.1. The complete dataset is available online. 4155

4. HOW SIMILARLY DO LISTENERS DESCRIBE156

A PERFORMANCE OF A PIECE?157

Probably the first question that arises concerns the similar-158

ity of the descriptions in the dataset, i.e., whether there are159

commonalities in the way listeners describe and like per-160

formances. In this section we present a series of analyses161

that provide different perspectives on the data.162

2 anonymized.unknown/game
3 https://imslp.org
4 see dataset.website for detailed information. All code neces-

sary to reproduce the experiments reported in this paper can be found in
experiments.repo.
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Dimension 1 Dimension 2
positive correlation negative correlation positive correlation negative correlation

hectic 0.17 sad -0.20 rushed 0.22 hard -0.19
staccato 0.15 gentle -0.18 nervous 0.20 stumbling -0.18
hasty 0.15 tender -0.18 too fast 0.17 staccato -0.17
agitated 0.14 calm -0.16 bit 0.16 ponderous -0.14
irregular 0.14 graceful -0.16 hasty 0.15 monotonous -0.13

Dimension 3 Dimension 4
positive correlation negative correlation positive correlation negative correlation

monotonous 0.22 heavy -0.14 ok 0.24 cold -0.15
bad 0.17 graceful -0.13 happy 0.21 warm -0.14
warm 0.16 smooth -0.12 joyful 0.19 floating -0.14
peaceful 0.16 ponderous -0.12 free 0.15 blurred -0.14
beautiful 0.15 soaring -0.10 breathy 0.14 mysterious -0.13

Table 2. Terms with strongest correlations for each expressive character dimension.

Figure 2. A visualization of the first two dimensions recovered by the PCA. Dots represent terms used in the XY game.
Colored terms from characterizations of Mozart’s Sonata K 545, grey terms from other pieces. The terms are colored
according to the performance they characterize.

performances without any fine-tuning, as there is too little364

data for a supervised fine-tuning step. To improve the va-365

lidity of the transfer, we incorporate unsupervised domain366

adaptation [11] during the training phase. Since the pieces367

in the XY Game are piano performances, we use a sepa-368

rate private collection of non-annotated piano music as the369

data source for domain adaptation. We observe more varia-370

tion in the mid-level predictions between the performances371

while using a domain-adapted model than a non-domain-372

adapted one, which indicates that it is a useful step in the373

pipeline.374

6.1.3 High-level Features375

We used dimensional emotion recognition [18], which376

places emotions on a 2D plane, with the horizontal axis377

representing valence and the vertical axis representing378

arousal [10, 20].379

As high-level emotion-related descriptors, we choose380

the common arousal and valence dimensions [10, 20] and381

aim to predict these from the audio recordings, to then re-382

late them to the performance characterization dimensions.383

We train a dynamic arousal-valence prediction network us-384

ing the DEAM dataset [2] which contains arousal and va-385

lence annotations at .5 second intervals, for around 1700386

short (45-second) music clips and 58 full-length songs. We387

tested a VGG-like model, similar to the one described in388

the previous section, and we observe that when the net-389

work is pre-trained on the mid-level dataset and extended390

with a multi-layer GRU-RNN (Gated Recurrent Unit Re-391

current Neural Network) that is trained on the DEAM392

dataset, we get the best results. To improve the results393

further, we use the recently released receptive-field regu-394

larized ResNet [14] for the pre-training phase, since it ap-395

pears to give better results for short audio snippets than396

the VGG-like variant. The inputs to our network are Mel-397

spectrograms and we process 2-second segments of the398

spectrogram with 0.5-second hops.399

As in the case of the expressive performances, in order400

to compare the predicted arousal and valence curves for401

inter- and intra-piece comparisons, we compute average,402

standard deviation, kurtosis and skewness of these curves403

for each performance of each piece.404

6.2 Analysis with Multiple Linear Regression405

To study the relation between the performance parameters406

and mid- and high- level features to the expressive char-407

How similarly do listeners describe the 
performance of a piece?

Dimension 1 Dimension 2 Dimension 3 Dimension 4

PP (R2 = 0.24) PP (R2 = 0.18) PP (R2 = 0.26) PP (R2 = 0.24)
loudness avg 0.51⇤⇤⇤ loudness sk 0.45⇤⇤ loudness std �0.53⇤⇤ beat period k �0.34⇤

loudness std �0.44⇤

MF (R2 = 0.39) MF (R2 = 0.00) MF (R2 = 0.00) MF (R2 = 0.29)
rhythmic complexity �0.74⇤ minorness 0.15 articulation �0.15 rhythmic complexity 0.52⇤

tonal stability �0.94⇤⇤ tonal stability 0.84⇤⇤⇤

articulation 0.46⇤

HF (R2 = 0.22) HF (R2 = 0.00) HF (R2 = 0.36) HF (R2 = 0.09)
valence sk 0.48⇤⇤ valence avg 0.14 valence k 0.42⇤⇤ valence k �0.33⇤

arousal avg �1.24⇤⇤⇤

valence std 0.27⇤

valence avg �0.82⇤

Table 3. Multiple Linear Regression Analysis. PP, MF and HF refer to performance parameters, mid- and high- level
features, respectively. avg, std, k and sk denote average, standard deviation, kurtosis and skewness. The values are the
regression coefficients (indicating the contribution of that feature to the model). R2 is the adjusted coefficient of determi-
nation for the whole model. ⇤, ⇤⇤, and ⇤⇤⇤ indicate statistical significance at levels ↵ = .05, .01 and ↵ < .001, respectively.

acter dimensions described in Section 5 we use multiple408

linear regression (MLR) analysis. In this analysis, the de-409

pendent variables are each of the expressive character di-410

mensions (Dimensions 1 to 4) and the independent vari-411

ables are the performance features described above.412
We carry out 4⇥3 = 12 MLRs for each expressive char-413

acter dimension (4 in total) and subset of performance fea-414

tures (expressive parameters, mid- and high-level features).415

Each of these regressions investigates whether each sub-416

set of performance features (expressive parameters, mid-417

/high-level) can significantly predict the position of the418

pieces in the expressive character dimensions. The posi-419

tion of each piece in the 4D expressive character space is420

computed as the centroid of all of its terms in this space.421

For each of these MLRs we perform a variable selection422

using the Zheng-Loh method [26]. The results are summa-423

rized in Table 3. The MLR results indicate that the expres-424

sive parameters are significant predictors of all 4 expres-425

sive character dimensions, with medium effect sizes. Mid-426

level features are only significant predictors of Dimensions427

1 and 4. High-level features are only significant for Di-428

mensions 1 and 3. Thus, Dimension 1 (the ‘gentle’/‘calm’429

vs. ‘hectic’/‘agitated’ axis, see Section 5) seems systemat-430

ically related to our performance features at all three levels,431

which further corroborates its significance.432

7. DISCUSSION433

In Section 4.2 we observed a small positive relationship434

between the complexity of verbal descriptions and listen-435

ers’ musical training. We expect that stronger evidence of436

a relationship would emerge if musical training were bet-437

ter controlled for (our sample had few listeners with < 5438

years of training) and the complexity measure were further439

developed to account for specialized musical terms. Our440

analysis of listeners’ preferred performances in Section 4.3441

revealed that the deadpan performances and performances442

by Glenn Gould were least well-liked. Prior research has443

suggested that listeners prefer quantitatively average ex-444

pressive performances [19], which might explain partially445

the lack of enthusiasm for Gould’s idiosyncratic playing.446

The results in Sections 4.4 and 5 suggest that listeners447

tend to describe performances of the same piece similarly,448

although there is some variability (e.g., a performance can449

be described both as ‘beautiful’ or ‘bad’ by different listen-450

ers; cf. both ‘cold’ and ‘warm’ being negatively correlated451

with Dimension 4). An important issue is that NLP meth-452

ods for assessing similarity between the descriptions are453

not really suitable for analyzing performance descriptions,454

where each term is loaded with complex meaning 7 as well455

as many cross-domain mappings (e.g., metaphors).456
The results in Section 6.2 reveal relationships between457

performance features and expressive dimensions that con-458

form to musical intuition, with the effects being most pro-459

nounced for expressive character Dimension 1 (which is460

also the one that we find easiest to interpret, see table461

2). For instance, the analysis suggests that louder perfor-462

mances or performances with large outliers in the valence463

curve would be perceived as more irregular and agitated,464

while softer performances or performances without large465

outliers in valence would be perceived as calm or graceful.466

8. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK467

This paper has introduced the XY Game dataset and pre-468

sented some exploratory analysis addressing three main469

questions related to inter-listener agreement, main emerg-470

ing description dimensions, and relations between user471

characterizations and measurable performance parameters.472
Future work will focus on a more in-depth analysis of473

the question of semantic similarity. As discussed in Sec-474

tion 5, the description of expressive character includes475

many nuances that are not well suited to be analyzed with476

generic NLP methods, given how loaded with meaning cer-477

tain terms are. We plan to investigate methods like pile478

sorting [24] with expert musicians to devise a meaningful479

semantic clustering of the terms. Furthermore, we plan to480

collect more human annotations (e.g., mid- and high-level481

features) as a basis for a more systematic comparison.482

7 For example, the performance of the Mozart piece by Austrian-
trained Japanese pianist Mitsuko Uchida was described by a participant as
‘Russian pianist’. To understand this description, it is necessary to have
the concept of the Russian School of performance.

Performance Parameters 
Performance Parameters (PP) 

• tempo, loudness 

Mid-level Features (MF) 

• From [Aljanaki and Soleymani, 
2018]: melodiousness, 
articulation, rhythmic complexity, 
rhythmic stability, dissonance, 
tonal stability, minorness 

• extracted from spectrograms 
using a CNN from [Chowdhury et 
al., 2019]


High-level Features (HF) 

• 2D emotion space: arousal and 
valence 

• Predicted using a CNN + GRU

Multiple Linear Regression to test the position of the pieces (their centroid) in the 
expressive character dimensions and the performance features

Get the Dataset!

Principal component analysis (PCA) on the occurrence matrix of the terms and find 4 principal dimensions

Semantic Similarity 
• Semantic similarity for short 

sentences by [Li et al., 2007]

• Intra-performance: same 

piece, same pianist

• Intra-piece: same piece, other 

pianists

• inter-piece: other pieces

Distribution of Terms 
• 94 participants (on average listened 

to 4.5 out of 9 pieces)

• 88% had some musical training

• 1,515 individual descriptions, 3,166 

terms (45% unique)



